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 12 month web only: $125.00 
 1 month web only: $11.25

Web subscribers have access to the 
daily Record as well as archives and 
special editions.

Subscribing is as easy as 1,2,3:
1. Visit the Record website: www.

sherbrookerecord.com 
2. Click e-edition. 
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Weather

TODAY:
A MIX OF SUN 
AND CLOUDS

HIGH OF -5
LOW OF -5

TUESDAY:
A FEW FLURRIES

HIGH OF -2
LOW OF -11

WEDNESDAY:
SCATTERED 
FLURRIES

HIGH OF 0
LOW OF -12

THURSDAY:
MAINLY SUNNY

HIGH OF -8
LOW OF -11

FRIDAY:
A MIX OF SUN 
AND CLOUDS

HIGH OF -4
LOW OF -8

Rainbow Project

providing recipes to distribute.
Last week the volunteer members of 

the Nutri Santé Committee prepared 
ingredient jars that were distributed 
in the schools for the children to 
decorate as gifts for their parents for 
Christmas.  The jars contained all of the  
ingredients needed to prepare a special 
treat.

The Nutri Santé visit to the two local 
elementary schools in Mansonville also 
provided the students with a wonderful 
surprise.  As part of an initiative to 
encourage children through the Covid 
Pandemic and using the “rainbow 
theme,” the group distributed 
multicolored aprons and chef hats 
to every student in both schools.  The 
delight on the faces of the children 
warmed all hearts in the room and the 
pride with which they wore the bright 
beautiful colors paid tribute to the 
better days to come and the promise of 
the rainbow.

“It was a wonderful experience at 
both of the schools,” said Danielle 
Cousineau, CABMN board member and 
Nutri Santé committee member.  “The 
children were so excited as were we, 
the members of the committee as we 
handed them their apron and hat.  This 
gift and the recipe jars to bring home 
were perfect touches to share in the 

holiday spirit,” she added.
One mother called the CABMN to 

state that her son came home wearing 
his apron and chef hat and for the 
first time ever, rather than throwing 
them like his clothing on the floor 
once removed, he actually placed 
them hanging in his room where he  
could see them and assure their 
safekeeping.  

“The Nutri Santé committee is 
made up of some wonderful people 
who keep the health and well-being of 

the children at the forefront of their 
volunteer efforts,” said Cousineau.  “As 
volunteers we do things that make our 
own heart feel good and I cannot think 
of a better way to feel joy than how 
we feel when working with Potton’s 
youth.” 

The Nutri Santé Rainbow project 
initiative was made possible through 
funding from the Municipality of 
Potton.  For more information about 
this program or other programs of the 
CABMN visit:  www.cabmn.org 
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QCNA news service

N
o solution is in sight for 
Quebec women who are trying 
to alter their vaccination 

proofs to reflect both their maiden 
and married names, writes The 1019 
Report. The women could face issues 
during international travel because 
their Quebec vaccination documents 

feature their maiden names, but 
federal government passports show 
their married names. The Canadian 
government has said the names on 
both documents should correspond, 
and that those with inconsistent 
papers may face travel delays, forced 
quarantine time, and even be barred 
from flights. Federal and provincial 
government agencies have shirked 

responsibility for a fix. Some readers 
of The 1019 Report have come forward 
with a potential fix by calling the 
Services Quebec hotline, which has 
then added their married names to 
their vaccination proofs. However, 
it appears the approach is hit and 
miss, as the Health Ministry insists it 
is not possible to modify vaccination 
documents through the hotline. 

No solution for women seeking 
maiden and married names  

on vaccine docs 
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